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Clinical Scenario 



Clinical Scenario 

• 38-year-old man who has a family history of cancer. 

• Enquiring about potential nutritional strategies for cancer 
prevention after his father was diagnosed with colorectal cancer.

• Doesn’t consider a plate of food as a meal without meat! 

• With respect to environmental issues related to red meat, he 
mostly consumes locally sourced beef. 



Presentation Objectives

• Define Evidence-Based Practice and Principles 
– GRADE methods

• Using our clinical scenario to explore the magnitude and 
certainty of effect related to decreased red meat intake & cancer
– EBP at odds within scientific community and public perception 

• Define and explore value and preference sensitive decision-
making



My 
Disclosures

• 2019 start-up funding from Texas A&M AgriLife Research to 
evaluate saturated and polyunsaturated fat. Grant was from 
Texas A&M AgriLife institutional funds from interest and 
investment earnings, not a sponsoring organization, 
industry, or company

• 2016 funding from the International Life Sciences Institute 
to assess the methodological quality of guidelines on sugar 
using GRADE and AGREE standards

• Don’t accept speaker fees or travel re-imbursement from 
industry or their affiliates

• NutriRECS and GRADE Working Group member (methods)

• Eat without restrictions (approx. 1-2 servings of both red 
meat and processed meat per week)



What is Evidence-Based Practice?

1) Best available evidence
• Hierarchies of evidence

2) Clinical (or real world) experience

3) Values and preferences of client/patient (clinical practice) and 

populations (guidelines)

• Guyatt GH. Evidence-Based Medicine. ACP Journal Club

1991

• Sackett DL et al. Evidence-Based Medicine – What it is 

and what it isn’t. BMJ 1996

• Johnston BC et al. Evidence-Based Principles and 

Practice in Nutrition Mayo Clinic Proceed 2019



A. Principles of Evidence-Based Practice

1)  understanding hierarchies of evidence and causal inference 

2)  understanding hierarchies of outcomes

3)  framing answerable questions

4)  searching literature for best evidence

5)  assessing study quality and/or risk of bias (RoB)

6)  interpreting magnitude and precision of the estimate of effect

7)  interpreting certainty of evidence for each outcome

8)  applying results based on values and preferences

Ghosh N et al. Abstract Presentation: ASN Nutrition Conference 2022
Ghosh N et al. Evidence-Based Practice in the field of Nutrition. Prospero 2022
Bala MM et al. What are the effects of teaching Evidence-Based Practice. PLoS One 2021



Evidence-Based Practice – Quality of Reviews



Evidence-Based Practice – Quality of Reviews 

Randomized survey of 150 nutrition systematic reviews:

• 20.0% reported preregistration of a study protocol

• 28.0% did not report a reproducible search strategy

• 26.1% inappropriately selected meta-analytic model based on 
statistical indicators of heterogeneity

• 10.7% reviews used an established system to evaluate the 
certainty of evidence (e.g. GRADE, NutriGrade)

• 3.5% reported absolute estimates of effect (Alonso-Coello P, JCE 2016)





A. Design:

RCTs (all sample sizes), cohort studies (1000 or more 
participants); 

Prelude: 1.4 servings/wk (RCTs), 3.0 servings/wk (cohorts)

and dietary patterns (cohorts)

B. Population: Adults with or without pre-existing cardiometabolic 
conditions

C. Exposure/Comparator: Diets lower vs. higher in red meat and/or 
processed meat intake

Evidence-Based Practice – High Quality Reviews
NutriRECS research question 

Systematic Review of Red and Processed Meat



D. Outcomes: 

Evidence-Based Practice – High Quality Review
NutriRECS research question

Systematic Review of Red and Processed Meat



Evidence-Based Practice
NutriRECS protocols freely available 



Evidence-Based Practice
NutriRECS outputs: 1 guideline and 5 systematic reviews



Evidence-Based Practice
5 systematic reviews (n=329 studies)

1 systematic review of randomized trials
Cardiometabolic, Cancer, QoL, and surrogates

(n=12)

3 systematic reviews of observational studies
Intake (lower vs higher): Cardiometabolic (n=60)

Intake (lower vs higher): Cancer (n=99)
Dietary Patterns: Cardiometabolic & Cancer (n=110)

1 systematic review of values and preferences
Meat consumption (n=48)



Evidence-Based Practice – WHO Review
Red meat and colorectal cancer?

Interpreting the magnitude of effect based on study results

• WHO/IARC 

• Reviewed >800 studies

• Per 100 grs red meat eaten daily increased risk of colorectal 
cancer by 17% Relative Risk Reduction
– Colorectal estimate based on 10 cohort studies
– Mechanistic evidence considered ‘strong’ (eg, oxidative stress)



Evidence-Based Practice – WHO Review
Interpreting certainty of evidence for the effect



Evidence-Based Practice – NutriRECS Reviews
GRADE & Interpreting the magnitude and certainty of effect

Zeng L, et al. Targets of GRADE certainty of evidence. JCE 2021
Hultcrantz M, et al. The construct of certainty of evidence. JCE 2017

Certainty of evidence rating

• We are NOT assessing our certainty in point estimates of effects, but rather our 
certainty in where effects lie relative to MID thresholds (rather than Null effect)

• Guidelines – net benefit and net harm – “GRADE fully contextualized approach”

Fatal outcomes: 
≤10 events per 1000 – trivial
11-25 per 1000 - small but important effect
26-40 per 1000 - moderate. 

Non-fatal outcomes:
≤20 per 1000 – trivial
21-40 per 1000 - small but important
41-60 per 1000 - moderate. 



We need to decide about the target of certainty rating.

Evidence-Based Practice – NutriRECS Reviews
GRADE & Minimal Important Difference

Null effect

26 fewer           12 fewer               2 more cases per 1000

RD=0Favors A Favors SAD

Intervention A vs. SAD, Total cancer mortality    
Intervention/exposure A improves cancer risk when 
compared to standard diet 
Threshold: null effect

10 fewer

deaths

MID 

threshold

There is an important difference between 
intervention/exposure A and SAD for improving 
cancer risk
MID Threshold: small but important effect 



Certainty/quality
/confidence of 

evidence
(for each 
outcome)

• Historically, the question, “What is the best 
evidence?” was answered with the hierarchy of 
evidence

Evidence-Based Practice – NutriRECS reviews
Interpreting certainty of evidence



Certainty/quality/confidence of evidence
(for each outcome) based on GRADE



SRMA of RCTs – 1.4 fewer red meat servings/week
Interpreting magnitude and certainty of effect



SRMA of cohort studies – 3 fewer red meat servings/wk
Interpreting magnitude and certainty of effect



SRMA of cohorts on dietary patterns & red meat
Interpreting magnitude and certainty of effect



SRMA of cohorts studies & red meat
Interpreting magnitude and certainty of effect
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Red meat intake

(3 fewer servings)

Dietary patterns

(lower vs higher)

Outcome Absolute effect Certainty Absolute effect Certainty

Overall cancer 

mortality

7 fewer per 1000 (from 

10 fewer to 5 fewer) over 

lifetime

⨁⨁◯◯

LOW 

12 fewer per 1,000 

(from 18 fewer to 4 

fewer) over lifetime

⨁◯◯◯

VERY LOW 



Evidence-Based Practice
Values and preferences – GRADE methods

• Patients, clients (clinical)

• General public (public health)



Evidence-Based Practice
Applying study results based on client values and preferences

• Value: relative worth, merit or importance of outcomes

• risk of cancer vs dietary satisfaction

• Preference: a greater liking for one alternative over another (or others) 
based on magnitude of effects and certainty of evidence for effects 
(for valued outcome[s])



Evidence-Based Practice– NutriRECS review
Values and Preferences



Evidence-Based Practice – NutriRECS review 
Values and preferences 

“Willingness to change meat consumption”

29

Study design & 

country

Number of 

studies 

(participants)

Certainty Plain language summary

Qualitative studies
(1 focus-group, 1  
interview, 1 mixed-
method)

Countries: Portugal, 
Scotland, Australia

3 (N= 156)

Omnivores
100%

⨁⨁◯◯

LOW 

(Risk of bias – lack of 

reporting on 

investigator-

participant 

relationship;

Indirectness – type 

of meat and 

specificity to health 

outcomes)

Overall, most omnivores often mentioned the taste
of meat, the perception of meat as part of a 
healthy diet and as part of their culture/tradition, 
lack of food alternatives/cooking skills to prepare 
a tasty dish without meat as barriers for reducing 
meat consumption.



Clinical Scenario – What advice? 



Evidence-Based Practice 
Values and preferences 

“Willingness to change red meat consumption”

31



Evidence-Based Practice - 3 new NutriRECS studies 
Values and preferences   

“Willingness to change red or processed meat consumption”

Objectives: Explore the dietary habits of 
meat eaters, their reasons for eating 
meat, and willingness to change their 
meat consumption when faced with a 
potential risk reduction of cancer over a 
lifetime based on a systematic review and 
dose–response meta-analysis. 

Results: None of the participants were 
willing to eliminate red or processed 
meat from their diet. About one third 
were willing to reduce their consumption. 



Evidence-Based Practice 
Values and preferences 

Conclusion: When faced with 
health information about the 
uncertain reduction in the risk of 
cancer mortality and incidence, the 
vast majority of study participants 
were unwilling to introduce 
changes in their consumption 
habits.



Evidence-Based Practice 
Values and preferences 

Conclusion: When informed about 
the cancer incidence and mortality 
risks of meat consumption, most 
respondents would not reduce their 
intake. Public health and clinical 
nutrition guidelines should ensure 
that their recommendations are 
consistent with population values and 
preferences.



Additional Perspective on Political Landscape
(Journal of American Medical Association 2020)



Perspective on Reconciling Contrasting Guidelines 
(Helping nutrition guideline users’ understand Consensus vs Evidence-Based)



Perspective on Evidence-Based Dietary Guidelines
Video synopsis of methods and recommendations



Methodology and Patients First!
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Thank You!

Discussion?

Contact email: bradley.johnston@tamu.edu
Website: www.nutrirecs.com

mailto:bradley.johnston@tamu.edu
http://www.nutrirecs.com/

